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ON
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November, 2019
8th & 9th
and
15th & 16th
AT
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COLLABORATION IS THE NEW COMPETITION
"Collaboration requires conscious effort, it must be seen as mutually beneficial and must be
demonstrated and encouraged as an organisational Value"

WHY
COLLABORATION?
The
world

increasingly

competitive

challenges

collaborative

skills.
While team working

OUR FOCUS
What’s your Collaboration Score ?

As

Benefits of Collaboration.

collaboration is a choice.

Communication & Collaboration.

usually is

WHAT DOES THIS
PROGRAM HAVE
IN STORE ?

Collaboration Skills.

with

most

behaviours,

Dedicate a day , away from the
pressures of daily deliverables to

acknowledged as a critical element

reflect

for successful outcomes, synergistic

functioning and its impact on

collaboration is often side stepped,

others

causing inefficiencies that cost.

organisation.

on
–

your

style

colleagues,

of
team,

Recognize elements you may
want

to

re-align

for

better

productivity, test it and choose
then your path ahead.

www.campdiscovery.in

HOW IS THIS
PROGRAMME
DIFFERENT?

WHAT WILL THIS
PROGRAM BRING?
Facilitator - Ms. Schreyas Nair
Identify

collaborative

actions

Schreyas Nair’s career spans 35 plus years in the

needed; build trust.

The

programme

has

been

designed to enable Self-discovery

service industry.

of

the

participants

through

inter

The combined experience of hotels and airlines

CHALLENGE-REFLECTION-

dependencies and your ability to

over 20 years, in an operations delivery role with

CHANGE process.

contribute to the teams.

giants in the field: Oberoi Group of Hotels & Jet

Recognize

performance

Airways and the next 15 years in People

Use

communication

to

build

Development in the Healthcare Industry has

Seasoned Behaviour and Outward
Bound Training (OBT)

seen her lead Behavioral and Developmental

will

Programs. She has contributed to personal

descovery

Align your values and ambitions

development

participants.

with your team; use your talent for a

programs,

win-win.

experiential learning.

CampDiscovery is located away

Her intuitive grasp of organisational dynamics,

from

business imperatives and people helps her

developed and in a scenic natural

provide nuances that become the foundation for

environmental ideal for learning

growth.

and

Schreyas is recognized for her exceptional

mind and soul.

collaboration.

plans

designed

through
on

the

structured

principles

be

facilitating

experts

the

experience

Self-

of

the

of

polluted

concrete

re-energizing

one's

jungle

body,

communication skills, her innate understanding
of people, her capacity to influence and enable
individual development and growth; she builds
credibility

and

trust

and

nurtures

strong

relationships and bonds with those she interacts

Register @ www.campdiscovery.in#register

with.

Price-Rs.14,500/-(per person) + 18% GST

www.campdiscovery.in

Contact Persons:
Prakalpa (74013 17435) /
Evanjelin (86080 99963)
Mail Your Queries:
prakalpa@assesspeople.com /
evanjelin@assesspeople.com

